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UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT DISTRICT OF MINNESOTA



Edina High School Young Conservatives Club, an unincorporated association, N.T.S. through his father and next friend Geoffrey Spades, E.E., through her parents and next friends Philip Ebner and Susan Ebner, J.E., through her mother and next friend Brooke Severson, T.B., through her parents and next friends Angela Buyse and David Buyse, A.D., through her parents and next friends Alfonso Doval and Jennifer Doval,



Case No. 17-CV-05380 (MJD/KMM)



DEFENDANTS EDINA SCHOOL DISTRICT, JOHN SCHULTZ, AND ANDREW BEATON’S MEMORANDUM IN SUPPORT OF THEIR MOTION TO DISMISS



Plaintiffs, vs. Edina School District, Independent School District No. 273, Edina High School, John Schultz, individually and in his official capacity as Superintendent of Edina School District; Andrew Beaton, individually and in his official capacity as Principal of Edina High School, Defendants.



INTRODUCTION Plaintiffs’ Complaint presents a long list of purported grievances against the Defendants in this case, but ultimately fails to state a claim upon which relief may be granted. Plaintiffs have asserted that Independent School District No. 273 (the “District”), Superintendent John Schultz (the “Superintendent”), and Principal Andrew Beaton (the “Principal”) (collectively, “Defendants”) have violated their rights under the Equal Access Act and the First Amendment. However, the District’s policies are
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constitutional, Plaintiffs have suffered no injury, and Plaintiffs’ Complaint appears to be politically motivated rather than based on applicable law. Additionally, the Superintendent and Principal are not proper parties to this lawsuit, and are entitled to qualified immunity with respect to the allegations against them. Accordingly, Defendants respectfully request that the Court dismiss this lawsuit pursuant to Rule 12(b)(6). STATEMENT OF FACTS For the purposes of this motion, the Court must accept the factual allegations set forth in the Complaint as true. Although the Defendants vehemently disagree with Plaintiffs’ mischaracterizations and numerous false statements of fact included in the Complaint, Defendants will assume those factual allegations as true solely for the purpose of this motion. However, Plaintiffs’ Complaint contains numerous irrelevant matters that do not relate to the actual claims pled. As such, Defendants will briefly outline the relevant factual allegations from the Complaint. Defendant Independent School District 273, Edina Public Schools, is a public school district located in Edina, Minnesota. Compl. ¶ 40. Defendant John Schultz is the District’s Superintendent, and Defendant Andrew Beaton is the District’s High School Principal. Compl. ¶¶ 42-43. The Plaintiff students in this case all attend the Edina High School. Compl. ¶ 3. Plaintiff Edina Young Conservatives Club is purportedly an unincorporated association of students who were formerly members of a Districtsponsored student club at the High School. Compl. ¶ 34.



2
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Student activities or clubs are governed by several District policies. District Policy 628 governs school-sponsored student activities, as well as nonsponsored student activities. Vieira Dec. Ex. B, Indep. Sch. Dist. No. 273, Pol. 628. 1 School-sponsored activities include school sports, performance groups, and academic clubs, as well as officially-recognized student activity programs or clubs. Id. at Section V(F). In order to be a school-sponsored student club, potential groups must fill out the Edina Senior High School Club Request Form. Vieira Dec. Ex. E, Club Request Form. 2 This form includes the High School’s Club Guidelines and Responsibilities, which outline that schoolsponsored student clubs may not charge fees for membership or engage in fundraising activities; that members of such clubs must follow District policies and the student handbook’s code of conduct; that sponsored clubs “should” coincide with the mission, values, and beliefs of the District; and that official-sponsorship may be revoked at any time, for any reason. Id. Revocation of sponsorship does not include the ability to disband a club, rather, it would simply remove sponsorship of the club, creating a nonsponsored club. Id.



1



The Defendants are submitting full copies of the School Board Policies and Procedures that were quoted or referenced in Plaintiffs’ Complaint for the Court’s convenience. On a motion to dismiss, the Court may consider information that is not contained within the Complaint, such as materials that are part of the public record and materials that are necessarily embraced by the pleadings, without transforming the motion into one for summary judgment. See Porous Media Corp. v. Pall Corp., 186 F.3d 1077, 1079 (8th Cir. 1999). In addition to the fact that these Policies were referenced numerous times in Plaintiffs’ Complaint, the Policies are also properly before the Court on this motion as they are matters of public record, and are publicly available online at: https://www.edinaschools.org/Policies (last accessed January 19, 2018). 2 Cited and referred to in Plaintiffs’ Complaint at Paragraph 70. 3
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Nonsponsored student activities, the activities that do not meet the criteria for school sponsorship, may be held in District facilities pursuant to Policy 801, Equal Access to School Facilities. Ex. B, Section VI(B). Policy 801 complies with the obligations of the Equal Access Act, and grants equal access to school facilities for students who wish to conduct meetings on District property for religious, political, or philosophical purposes during noninstructional time. Vieira Dec. Ex. D, Indep. Sch. Dist. No. 273 Pol. 801. While any such groups may form and hold meetings on District grounds, the District retains the authority to maintain order and discipline on its premises, and to protect the well-being of students and employees. Id. at Section II(D). Neither of these policies, nor the Club Guidelines, address fundraising by nonsponsored student clubs. See Ex. B, Ex. D. While the District has approved and sponsored a Young Conservatives Club in past years under District Policy 628, Section V, the members of the YCC never applied for school sponsorship under that policy for the 2017-2018 school year. Compl. ¶¶ 7678; see also Ex. B. Plaintiffs did not apply and instead chose to proceed as an unsponsored group for 2017-2018, pursuant to District Policy 628, Section VI. Compl. ¶ 78; see also Ex. B. The District approved the group for sponsorship for several years prior to the 2017-2018 school year, and suggested that they apply to become a school sponsored group again for the 2017-2018 school year. Compl. ¶ 134. As the group did not apply for sponsorship, the District could not have taken any action to either approve or deny sponsorship of the group.



4
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The fact that the YCC did not apply for school sponsorship did not stop the YCC from existing, or from carrying out group activities as a nonsponsored student group. Indeed, the Complaint clearly outlines the YCC’s participation in school matters. Compl. ¶ 88-90, 92. Plaintiffs admit that they operated on campus during 2017-2018. Id. ¶ 92. While Plaintiffs claim the number of students participating in YCC decreased after November 13, 2017, it was clear that the group was still in existence and operating on school grounds as of the date of the filing of this lawsuit. Id. ¶ 135. Plaintiffs do not allege that they requested or were denied access to school facilities for any planned meetings or activities. See Compl. Under District Policy 628, Section VI, the District has no control over nonsponsored student groups. Ex. B. In general, the activities of these groups are “beyond the jurisdiction of school authorities.” Id. By definition, the District cannot disband a nonsponsored student activity or group, although, it reserves the right to prohibit nonsponsored activities on campus that are “contrary to the best interest of the school or that negatively reflect on the reputation of a school,” and reserves the right to discipline individual students for any misconduct that occurs during any such activities. Id. Numerous times throughout their Complaint, Plaintiffs also refer to District policies regarding respect for student protesters, citing District Policy 531. Policy 531 governs the practice of reciting the Pledge of Allegiance at school. See Vieira Dec. Ex. A, Indep. Sch. Dist. No. 273, Pol. 531. As an “exception,” the policy states that a person who does not wish to participate in reciting the Pledge of Allegiance may elect not to do 5
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so. Id. Others “must respect another person’s right to make that choice.” Id. As referenced in that policy, this language is mandated by state statute, which states that “a school district or charter school that has a student handbook or school policy guide must include a statement that anyone who does not wish to participate in reciting the Pledge of Allegiance for any personal reasons may elect not to do so and that students must respect another person’s right to make that choice.” Id.; see also Minn. Stat. § 121A.11, subd. 3(c). Since there are no allegations in this case that any students refused to participate in the Pledge of Allegiance, or that the Pledge of Allegiance was recited at the Veterans’ Day Ceremonies, Policy 531 has no relevance to the matter. See Compl. Plaintiffs have failed to point to any policy of the District that endorses student protests, or endorses students who refuse to stand during the National Anthem, Taps, or Veterans’ Day Ceremonies. Compl. ¶ 9. Policy 531 does not discuss student protests, respect for Veterans, the National Anthem, the playing of Taps, or other patriotic demonstrations, nor does it require that other students respect such protests. Id. Policy 531 similarly does not mandate that students will be disciplined if they do not “respect” individuals who do not wish to participate in the Pledge of Allegiance. Ex. A. Plaintiffs’ arguments attempting to expand the meaning of this clear School Board Policy in their Complaint are not entitled to deference. None of the Plaintiffs were disciplined by the District for any actions in this case. Compl. ¶ 122. Plaintiffs do not allege that any students have been disciplined for criticizing school policies, and Plaintiffs admit that the discipline of non-party students referenced in their Complaint was imposed for messages that were written by those 6
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students in violation of District policies. Id. As stated by the Principal, the District reserves the right to discipline students for inappropriate or otherwise disrespectful comments made to or about other students under its policies. Compl. ¶ 8. 3 Plaintiffs also make several references to the District’s values, claiming that those values do not align with their conservative political beliefs. However, the District enacted a Mission, Values, Vision, and Strategic Direction policy, which states that “[t]he mission of the Edina Public Schools, working in partnership with the family and the community, is to educate all individuals to be responsible, lifelong learners who possess the skills, knowledge, creativity, sense of self-worth, and ethical values necessary to thrive in a rapidly changing, culturally diverse, global society.” See Vieira Dec. Ex. C, Indep. Sch. Dist. No. 273, Pol. 105. Conservative political values are not antithetical to the District’s stated mission, and students have every right to criticize or seek to change District policies, as long as they do not create a disruption in the school. STANDARD OF REVIEW A complaint must contain more than mere “labels and conclusions,” “naked assertions devoid of further factual enhancement,” or a “formulaic recitation of the elements of a cause of action.” Ashcroft v. Iqbal, 556 U.S. 662, 678 (2009); Bell Atlantic



3



The District’s discipline policies related to such situations are matters of public record and are contained in Policy 506 - Student Conduct and Discipline; Policy 514 - Bullying Prohibition; Policy 413 - Harassment and Violence Prohibition, Students and Employees; and Policy 634 - Electronic Technologies Acceptable Use. As these policies are matters of public record, the review of such policies would not convert this into a motion for summary judgment, and as such, the District will include copies of these policies for the Court’s convenience. 7
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Corp. v. Twombly, 550 U.S. 544, 555 (2007). Rather, a complaint must include sufficient factual allegations to state a claim that is plausible on its face and rises above a merely speculative level. Iqbal, 556 U.S. at 678. A claim meets this standard only if this Court may draw a reasonable inference from the allegations in the complaint that a defendant is liable for the misconduct alleged. Id. In applying this standard, this Court must accept the non-moving party’s factual allegations as true and must construe the allegations in the light most favorable to the non-moving party. Poehl v. Countrywide Home Loans, 528 F.3d 1093, 1096 (8th Cir. 2008). However, this Court need not accept the non-moving party’s legal conclusions. Brown v. Medtronic, 628 F.3d 451, 459 (8th Cir. 2010). The complaint must contain factual allegations that “raise a right to relief above the speculative level.” Twombly, 550 U.S. at 555. ARGUMENT 4 I.



PLAINTIFFS HAVE FAILED TO ALLEGE FACTS SUPPORTING AN EQUAL ACCESS ACT VIOLATION AGAINST THE DISTRICT. Plaintiffs have failed to allege facts showing that any rights they have under the



Equal Access Act (“EAA”) have been violated by the District. Essentially, their Complaints under the EAA are theoretical and premature because they do not claim to



4



The District notes that while the front page of Plaintiffs’ Complaint indicates that they are bringing a cause of action under the Supremacy Clause for violation of the U.S. Flag Code, and the factual allegations in the Complaint contain some arguments regarding the same, Plaintiffs failed to actually include this cause of action in their claims for relief or prayer for relief. Compl. ¶¶ 162-228. Presumably, this planned cause of action was removed because there is no right to a private cause of action for violations of the U.S. Flag Code, 4 U.S.C. §§ 4-10, which is merely directory. As such, the District will not be responding to the arguments related to the Flag Code, which are not relevant to the actual causes of action pled in the suit. 8
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have requested any rights to access under the EAA. As such, they have failed to state a claim upon which relief may be granted in Count I of the Complaint. The EAA, 20 U.S.C. §§ 4071–4074, requires schools with a limited open forum for noncurricular student groups to provide equal access to student-led clubs in certain circumstances, regardless of the content of the club’s speech. Straights & Gays for Equal. (SAGE) v. Osseo Area Sch.-Dist. No. 279, 471 F.3d 908, 911 (8th Cir. 2006). At its core, the EAA requires access for student groups that request it, and this Act does not regulate or proscribe any actions with relation to school sponsorship of groups, or regulate the rights or conduct of school-sponsored groups. See 20 U.S.C. § 4071(a). The EAA also recognizes a district’s right to “maintain order and discipline on school premises, to protect the well-being of students and faculty, and to assure that attendance of students at meetings is voluntary.” Id. at § 4071(f). In this case, the District has a limited open forum because it allows noncurricular groups to meet on school premises during noninstructional time, and as such, the District must grant equal access to student groups pursuant to the EAA. However, Plaintiffs have failed to even allege facts supporting a violation of this Act, and their claim is not ripe for a decision. A.



Plaintiffs Have Failed to Plead Facts Sufficient to Support a Plausible EAA Claim Against Defendants.



The facts in the Complaint do not establish any basis for an EAA claim or even contain a claimed injury under that Act. Instead, Plaintiffs posit that the YCC’s requests for access to hold meetings on District grounds would most likely have been denied if



9
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they had requested access. Plaintiffs have made only vague, generic claims, which at times contradict each other, and lack standing to bring this premature claim because they have suffered no injury. The EAA does not discuss or regulate how and when school districts must sponsor student clubs, which appears to be the issue Plaintiffs are trying to litigate. See 20 U.S.C. §§ 4071–4074. The District has a content and viewpoint neutral process for determining which clubs will be sponsored by the District. Clubs must fill out a packet identifying information about the group, its membership, and an adult sponsor. Vieira Dec. Ex. E, Club Request Form. There is no allegation in the Complaint that the YCC submitted a club request packet for the 2017-18 school year, despite the fact that this club had been approved and sponsored in previous years. There is no assertion that the YCC complied with the same process for requesting access to school facilities as the other groups, and, in fact, Plaintiffs admit that they did not apply for or want school sponsorship because they does not want to comply with District policies. Compl. ¶¶ 76-78. This group still could have held meetings on District grounds under Policies 628 and 801, but they never requested such access during the 2017-2018 school year. See Compl. In order to bring a valid EAA claim, Plaintiffs would need to have, at a minimum, requested access and have been denied the requested access. A review of this claim need go no further. However, even analyzing the District’s policies in light of the EAA shows that Policies 628 and 801 do not conflict with the EAA, as a school district has a right to impose restrictions on access so long as the restrictions are reasonable and content 10
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neutral. Good News/Good Sports Club v. Sch. Dist. of City of Ladue, 28 F.3d 1501, 1505 (8th Cir. 1994). Such restrictions could include requirements like filling out an application for the use of space or having an adult supervisor available for meetings because those restrictions are necessary for a school to maintain order in the use of its premises. Similarly, the District’s EAA policy outlines the procedures that must be used for requesting space for student-led meetings pursuant to the EAA, but Plaintiffs never requested such access. Plaintiffs have not alleged that the group submitted an application consistent with these policies, or ever formally requested or were denied space from the District. Plaintiffs have thus failed to state a claim upon which relief may be granted under the EAA. II.



PLAINTIFFS FAILED TO PLEAD A VIOLATION OF THEIR FIRST AMENDMENT RIGHTS. Plaintiffs bring First Amendment claims in Counts 2 through 5, alleging the



District violated their First Amendment rights to freedom of speech and association by discriminating against their conservative viewpoint, restraining their ability to engage in speech, compelling speech, and maintaining “vague” policies related to student clubs. Plaintiffs’ arguments appear to be centered on their willful misreading and misapplication of District Policy 531 regarding the Pledge of Allegiance, and upon their unsupported belief that they are being persecuted for their conservative political views. For the reasons set forth below, Plaintiffs’ claims are insufficient to support a claim for relief based on an alleged violation of their First Amendment rights and should be dismissed.



11
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A.



Plaintiffs Have Not Alleged Sufficient Facts to Support Monell Liability Against the District.



As a threshold matter, Plaintiffs failed to state a valid claim for liability against the District. Pursuant to Monell v. Department of Social Services of City of New York, a municipality, including a school district, may not be held liable in a Section 1983 action unless the acts by municipal employees are performed in connection with executing an unconstitutional policy or custom. 436 U.S. 658, 694 (1978); see also Doe v. Washington County, 150 F.3d 920, 922 (8th Cir. 1998). This requirement prevents a municipality from being held liable under a theory of respondeat superior merely because it employed a tortfeasor. Monell liability ensures that a municipality is only liable for “constitutional deprivations ‘resulting from the decisions of its duly constituted legislative body or those officials whose acts may fairly be said to be those of the municipality.’” Springdale Educ. Ass’n v. Springdale Sch. Dist., 133 F.3d 649, 651 (8th Cir. 1998) (quoting Bd. of Comm’rs of Bryan City v. Brown, 520, US 397, 403-404 (1997)). In the alternative, a plaintiff may allege that the unconstitutional action was taken “pursuant to a municipal ‘custom’ not formally approved by an authorized decisionmaker” if “the relevant practice is so widespread as to have the force of law.” Id. (internal quotations omitted). Allegations in a Complaint that merely import legal language couched as factual allegations are not sufficient to withstand a motion to dismiss. Hager v. Arkansas Dep’t of Health, 735 F.3d 1009, 1015 (8th Cir. 2013).



12
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i.



Plaintiffs have not alleged sufficient facts to support a claim of Monell liability.



To survive a motion to dismiss, “a complaint alleging a Monell claim must at the least ‘allege facts which would support the existence of an unconstitutional policy or custom.’” D.B. v. Hargett, No. 13-2781 MJD/LIB, 2014 WL 1371200 at *5 (D. Minn. Apr. 8, 2014) (quoting Doe v. Sch. Dist. of City of Norfolk, 340 F.3d 605, 614 (8th Cir. 2003)). In D.B., the Court found that the plaintiff’s paragraphs related to Monell liability “contain[ed] only boilerplate allegations asserting the mere generic elements of a Monell claim without any factual allegations specific to this case.” Id. Nowhere in Plaintiffs’ Complaint do they make a factual allegation that the District has a policy of violating the First Amendment. Plaintiffs emphasize the District’s policy requiring students to respect another student’s choice not to recite the Pledge of Allegiance, but this is a policy adopted pursuant to state law. The plain text of the policy does not apply to all protests as asserted by the Plaintiffs, and this is therefore not a “plausible” claim. Although the Court must construe factual allegations in a manner favorable to Plaintiff, the same is not true of legal conclusions. Iqbal, 556 U.S. at 678. A claim that the District’s conduct was pursuant to a policy, practice, or custom is plainly a legal conclusion and the Complaint does not include any allegations of fact related to an official policy or purported other instances that might form the basis for a pattern or custom. The “mere invocation of the words ‘policies’ and ‘customs’ is insufficient to plead a Monell claim” absent “specific facts . . . that would tend to demonstrate the actual



13
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existence of any such custom, pattern, policy, or practice.” Rickmyer v. Browne, 995 F.Supp.2d 989, 1030 (D. Minn. 2014) (emphasis in original). ii.



Plaintiffs have failed to identify an unconstitutional policy.



In the Eighth Circuit, the terms “policy” and “custom” are not interchangeable. Mettler v. Whitledge, 165 F.3d 1197, 1204 (8th Cir. 1999). A policy “is an official policy, a deliberate choice of a guiding principle or procedure made by the municipal official who has final authority regarding such matters.” Id. Plaintiffs do not identify any official, documented policy adopted by the District of violating the First Amendment. Indeed, District policies actually show that the District protects the exercise of First Amendment rights within the permissible limits of regulations in public schools. Additionally, Plaintiffs cannot support the existence of an unconstitutional policy where a governmental entity was merely complying with state statutes. See Slaven v. Engstrom, 848 F.Supp.2d 994, 1004 (D. Minn. 2012). Policy 531 is nearly identical to the state statute. See Minn. Stat. § 121A.11, subd. 3(c). iii.



Plaintiffs have not established an unconstitutional custom.



Monell liability may also be established through the existence of an unconstitutional custom. Mettler, 165 F.3d at 1204. The elements of establishing a custom include: (1) The existence of a continuing, widespread, persistent pattern of unconstitutional misconduct by the governmental entity’s employees; (2) Deliberate indifference to or tacit authorization of such conduct by the governmental entity’s policymaking officials after notice to the officials of that misconduct; and 14
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(3) Th[e] plaintiff[’s] injur[y] by acts pursuant to the governmental entity’s custom, i.e., [proof] that the custom was the moving force behind the constitutional violation. Id. (citations omitted) (alterations in original). As with the purported policy claim, Plaintiff has failed to allege any facts in support of the existence of a custom. A mere conclusory allegation is insufficient to survive a motion to dismiss. Gherity v. Pfaff, 216 F.Supp.3d 975, 979 (D. Minn. 2016). Moreover, the Complaint cites no other cases in which Plaintiffs allege the District violated student First Amendment rights. There can be no basis for a “widespread” custom if Plaintiffs are the only party to whom any of the alleged wrongful conduct has occurred. As they have failed to establish or properly allege Monell liability, Plaintiffs’ claims must be dismissed. B.



Plaintiffs Have Failed to Plead Facts Establishing a First Amendment Violation by Defendants.



The District may regulate speech and association in the school environment, including speech by student organizations. Plaintiffs have failed to allege facts showing that any actions of the District unconstitutionally infringed upon their First Amendment rights. Schools are generally considered limited public or non-public forums for purposes of First Amendment analysis. See, e.g., Victory through Jesus Sports Ministry Found. v. Lee’s Summit R-7 Sch. Dist., 640 F.3d 329, 334 (8th Cir. 2011) (“if access [to public property] is ‘selective,’ it is a nonpublic forum.”). Students’ First Amendment rights in a school setting are more circumscribed than those of an adult engaging in speech in a 15
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public forum. Therefore, “courts must analyze First Amendment violations alleged by students in light of the special characteristics of the school environment.” Henerey ex rel. Henerey v. City of St. Charles, Sch. Dist., 200 F.3d 1128, 1132 (8th Cir. 1999) (internal quotations and citation omitted). A school has authority to limit student speech in school-sponsored activities, including extracurricular activities and student organizations. See, e.g., Christian Legal Soc. Chapter of the Univ. of Calif., Hastings College of the Law v. Martinez, et al., 561 U.S. 661, 686 (2010). The Supreme Court has noted “educators do not offend the First Amendment by exercising editorial control over the style and content of student speech in school-sponsored expressive activities so long as their actions are reasonably related to legitimate pedagogical concerns.” Hazelwood Sch. Dist. v, Kuhlmeier, 484 U.S. 260, 273 (1994). This reasoning was endorsed by the Eighth Circuit in Henerey. 200 F.3d at 1132 (“In the absence of a public forum, school officials may limit a student’s speech in a school-sponsored activity if the limitation is reasonably related to legitimate pedagogical concerns.” (internal quotations and citation omitted)). Plaintiffs’ freedom of association claims are analyzed under the same standards as their speech claims. “The same ground rules must govern both speech and association challenges in the limited-public-forum context.” Martinez, 561 U.S. at 681. i.



The District did not engage in viewpoint discrimination.



In Count 2, Plaintiffs claim their First Amendment rights were violated by the District based upon “view-point neutrality,” but there is no such cognizable claim.



16
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Instead, the allegations and contentions suggest that Plaintiffs are bringing a claim for viewpoint discrimination. Defendants will address the argument as such. In general, government actors may not regulate speech “based on its substantive content or the message it conveys.” Rosenberger v. Rector & Visitors of Univ. of Virginia, 515 U.S. 819, 828 (1995). “The state engages in viewpoint discrimination when the rationale for its regulation of speech is the specific motivating ideology or the opinion or perspective of the speaker.” Gerlich v. Leath, 861 F.3d 697, 705 (8th Cir. 2017) (quoting Rosenberger, 515 U.S. at 829) (internal quotations omitted). As noted in Tinker, “in order for . . . school officials to justify prohibition of a particular expression of opinion, [the school] must be able to show that its action was caused by something more than a mere desire to avoid the discomfort and unpleasantness that always accompany an unpopular viewpoint.” Tinker v. Des Moines Indep. Comm. Sch. Dist., 393 U.S. 503, 508 (1969). In other words, a school can constitutionally regulate speech based on viewpoint if it is “necessary to avoid substantial disruptions” to the educational environment. B.W.A. v. Farmington R-7 Sch. Dist., 554 F.3d 734, 740 (8th Cir. 2009). It is the rationale for a regulation, not the effect, that Courts examine to determine whether viewpoint discrimination has occurred. Notably, “a regulation that serves purposes unrelated to the content of expression is deemed neutral, even if it has an incidental effect on some speakers or messages but not others.” Martinez, 561 U.S. at 695 (quoting Ward v. Rock Against Racism, 491 U.S. 781, 791 (1989)). This means that the District may enforce its content-neutral regulations, such as requiring clubs to comply



17
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with District policies, even where the incidental effect would be that YCC cannot participate in its preferred form of expression. Plaintiffs allege that the District denied them the ability to operate a conservative group at the District. Specifically, Plaintiffs claim that the District’s condition that clubs should coincide with the District’s mission, values, and beliefs violates their First Amendment rights to freedom of speech and association because YCC’s conservative viewpoints are inconsistent with the District’s mission, values, and beliefs. However, even assuming it is true that such a conflict exists, the District’s condition applies to all clubs, not just the YCC, and is the type of content-neutral regulation that has repeatedly been upheld in a school environment. Plaintiffs’ allegation is not supported by existing precedent. In Healy, the Supreme Court held that a university could condition its recognition of a student organization on the organization’s agreement to “comply with reasonable campus regulations.” 408 U.S. at 193; see also Martinez, 561 U.S. at 695 (holding that neutral regulations are permitted even if they incidentally affect some groups differently than others). More recently, the Supreme Court upheld a law school’s policy conditioning recognition of a student organization upon the organization’s agreement to abide by certain conditions, including the requirement to accept all potential members to the organization. Martinez, 561 U.S. 661. The Martinez Court noted “[s]chools . . . enjoy a significant measure of authority over the type of officially recognized activities in which their students participate.” Id. at 687 (quoting Board of Ed. of Westside Comm. Schs. (Dist. 66) v. Mergens, 496 U.S. 226, 240 (1990) (internal quotations omitted)). 18
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In Martinez, a Christian group sought official recognition by the school, but did not wish to comply with the school’s requirement that the group membership be open to all students. The school had that requirement in place to ensure student groups complied with the school’s anti-discrimination policies. The group wanted to require all members to adhere to a “Statement of Faith” and conduct their lives in accordance with that Statement, including the belief that sexual activity outside marriage and homosexual conduct were prohibited, which would violate the school’s membership requirements. Despite the group’s assertions that it had a right to exist and exercise its views that were contrary to the school’s requirements, the Court held that it did not have the right to exist as a registered student organization approved by the school unless it could comply with the school’s content-neutral requirements for group membership. Similarly here, Plaintiffs have stated that they do not wish to comply with the District’s regulations in order to become a sponsored student organization. Although Plaintiffs allege that the District’s policies must be the “least-restrictive” and serve a “compelling state interest,” that is not the appropriate standard to apply to a limited public forum. A restriction on a limited public forum need only be reasonable, “not be the most reasonable or the only reasonable limitation.” Cornelius v. NAACP Legal Defense & Ed. Fund, Inc., 473 U.S. 788 (1985), quoted in Martinez, 561 U.S. at 692. The District’s regulation is reasonable and applies in equal force to any student group, regardless of the group’s political association. Moreover, the District’s regulation is not a content-based regulation, but rather a content-neutral regulation that serves another purpose: ensuring student organizations 19
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and clubs operate in a manner consistent with the District’s educational mission so as to avoid material and substantial interference with the educational purpose of a school. This purpose is endorsed by Tinker and its progeny as a reasonable basis for regulating student speech. See, e.g. Tinker, 393 U.S. 503 (holding generally that when student speech materially and substantially interferes with school operations, the school may regulate that speech). All student clubs must adhere to these rules to maintain a cohesive educational environment for all students. YCC simply desires to be the exception to these rules, similar to the student organization in Martinez. But YCC is not entitled to any special treatment. If it desires to be a sponsored student club and derive the benefits associated with such recognition, it must adhere to the same content-neutral policies as all other student clubs. Finally, any incidental limitation of YCC and its members’ speech, if, indeed, there was any, is not the purpose of the District’s neutral policy regulating student clubs. The circumstances of this case are nearly indistinguishable from those before the court in Healy and Martinez. Under the precedent established in those cases, Plaintiffs have failed to plead a viable viewpoint discrimination claim and Count 2 should be dismissed. C.



YCC’s Failure to Apply for Student Organization Status Forecloses Plaintiffs’ Prior Restraint Claims.



In Counts 3 and 4, Plaintiffs make a First Amendment challenge based on prior restraint. A prior restraint violates the First Amendment if the restraint “places unbridled discretion in the hands of a government official or agency.” FW/PBS, Inc., 493 U.S. at 225–26. While prior restraints on speech are generally subject to substantial scrutiny by
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the court, “the prior restraint of speech within secondary schools is not per se unconstitutional.” Henerey, 200 F.3d at 1134. The Supreme Court has noted that a university’s “denial of recognition [of a student organization] was a form of prior restraint” on freedom of association. Healy, 408 U.S. at 184. Healy held that once a group filed an application conforming to the school’s requirements, the burden was on the administration to justify the rejection. Healy, 408 U.S. at 184. As here, the Petitioners in Healy did not challenge the requirement that they submit an application. There is no allegation that the YCC complied with the District’s requirements for becoming a school-sponsored club; therefore, there is no basis to find that such a denial constituted an act of prior restraint as-applied to Plaintiffs. Rather, Plaintiffs’ only hope of succeeding on this claim is the assertion that the District’s regulations are facially unconstitutional. Under the First Amendment, a plaintiff may bring an as-applied challenge or a facial challenge. See Sabri v. Whittier All., 833 F.3d 995, 998–99 (8th Cir. 2016) (“A plaintiff who has established constitutional injury under a provision of a statute as applied to his set of facts may also bring a facial challenge, under the overbreadth doctrine, to vindicate the rights of others not before the court under that provision.” (citation omitted)). “Whereas a facial challenge applies to an entire legislative enactment or provision, ‘[a]n as-applied challenge consists of a challenge to the statute’s application only as-applied to the party before the court.’” Greenley v. Laborers’ Int’l Union of N. Am., No. 16-CV-3773 (WMW/KMM), 2017 WL 4180159, at *15 (D. Minn. Sept. 19, 2017) (quoting Minn. Majority v. Mansky, 708 F.3d 1051, 1059 (8th Cir. 2013)). 21
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In support of their claims, Plaintiffs make several bald assertions that the District’s policies are “not narrowly tailored to meet a compelling state interest” and “are unconstitutionally overbroad.” Again, Plaintiffs set forth several unsupported legal conclusions, rather than factual assertions, to support their claims. The Court need not and should not accept these bare conclusions. i.



The District’s policies are not overly broad and thus do not constitute an unconstitutional prior restraint on student speech.



Plaintiffs submit a facial challenge to the District’s policy regarding recognition of official student clubs as an unconstitutional prior restraint under the First Amendment in Count 3. Courts tend to disfavor facial challenges “because they often rest on speculation . . . [and] raise the risk of premature interpretation of statutes on the basis of factually barebones records.” Phelps-Roper v. City of Manchester, Mo., 697 F.3d 678, 685 (8th Cir. 2012) (internal quotations and citations omitted); see also Iowa Right To Life Comm., Inc. v. Tooker, 717 F.3d 576, 588 (8th Cir. 2013) (quoting same). However, facial challenges “have been permitted in the First Amendment context where the [restriction] vests unbridled discretion in the decisionmaker and where the regulation is challenged as overbroad.” FW/PBS, Inc. v. City of Dallas, 493 U.S. 215, 223 (1990) (plurality opinion). Plaintiffs’ assertion in their Complaint that the District has “unbridled discretion” is a legal conclusion, not a factual assertion, and thus need not be accepted. See, e.g., City of Lakewood v. Plain Dealer Pub. Co., 486 U.S. 750, 755 (1988) (appellate court concluding on appeal that “in the absence of any express standards governing newsrack
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design, the design approval requirement effectively gives the Board unbridled discretion to deny applications.”) To avoid a claim of unbridled discretion, limits on discretion must be “made explicit by textual incorporation, binding judicial or administrative construction, or well-established practice.” Lakewood, 486 U.S. at 770; see also Forsyth County, Ga. v. Nationalist Movement, 505 U.S. 123, 133 (1992) (concluding unbridled discretion existed where there were no “articulated standards” or “objective factors” in an administrator’s decision to set variable permit fees). Contrary to Plaintiffs’ allegations, there are limits on the District’s discretion to accept or reject proposed student organizations that are laid out in the District policies. First, Policy 801 states that all groups will have access during non-instructional time; the only limit on this is that the District “retains its authority to maintain order and discipline on its premises, to protect the well-being of students and employees, and to assure that attendance of students at meetings is voluntary.” This language exemplifies a limited basis for rejecting a student meeting on very narrow grounds, not “unbridled discretion.” See Josephine Havlak Photographer, Inc. v. Village of Twin Oaks, 864 F.3d 905, 919 (8th Cir. 2017), appeal docketed Nov. 30, 2017 (concluding a regulation did not have overly broad discretion when it required officials “to look at the nature of the activity, potential conflicts with other scheduled events, the number of participants, and other factors related to resource allocation.”) Plaintiffs do not allege that they applied for space in the High School pursuant to Policy 801. The second policy relating to student groups is District Policy 628, governing the “Student Activities Program.” The restrictions on “nonsponsored” activities pursuant to 23
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that policy are that “activities contrary to the best interest of a school or that negatively reflect on the reputation of a school are prohibited.” Once again, these are reasonable guidelines that limit the administration’s discretion. It would also be absurd to find that a school district has an obligation under the First Amendment to host clubs that engage in activities that are dangerous or contrary to the school’s best interest. Finally, Plaintiffs argue that the High School’s application for student clubs grants the administration “unbridled discretion” in determining whether to accept or reject groups. The plain language of the registration materials does not grant this type of discretion. Instead, the registration materials state that a group must agree to follow the District’s policies and should be consistent with the mission of the District. Considering the great authority given to school officials to regulate student speech, it is evident that the District’s application process does not confer upon District administration “unbridled” discretion to accept or reject student groups at the administrator’s whims. Rather, the application process confers necessary discretion on school officials to consider proposed student groups within the school environment in which those groups would operate. And again, even if such sponsorship was denied, nonsponsored student groups may still access school grounds. Plaintiffs cannot show that the application process exceeds the bounds of authority granted to school officials when regulating student speech. Accordingly, Plaintiffs fail to state a valid facial prior restraint claim, and Count 3 should be dismissed.
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ii.



Plaintiffs fail to allege any regulation that, as-applied to them, constituted an unconstitutional prior restraint of their speech.



Plaintiffs make an “as-applied” challenge to District policies in Count 4. However, in order to present a proper as-applied challenge, Plaintiffs must show that the regulation was applied to them in a manner that infringed upon their free speech rights. The District and its administration may regulate student speech and prohibit speech that interferes with the school operations. Tinker, 393 U.S. at 509. Plaintiffs allege that their student club was terminated because it refused to comply with the mission, values, and goals of the school. However, Plaintiffs admit that they did not apply to become an official student club, despite the fact that the District had approved this club in previous years and suggested that they form a school-sponsored club for the 2017-2018 school year. Compl. ¶¶ 75-78, 134. Plaintiffs thus cannot argue that this regulation was applied against them unfairly in the context of schoolsponsorship. Plaintiffs also admit that they continued in existence beyond November 13, 2017, and after that date, the District continued to suggest that they apply for official school sponsorship. Compl. ¶¶ 134-135. Based on the facts in the Complaint, the group was clearly not “disbanded,” and none of the Plaintiffs were disciplined. Indeed, the nonsponsored group’s activities in using the GroupMe App were beyond the jurisdiction of school authorities (Ex. B, Section VI(B)), and the District would only be able to
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impose discipline for off-campus misconduct that created a disruption or otherwise had a “nexus” to school property or the student’s status as a District student (Ex. E, Section V). The District is free to regulate student organizations in a manner that limits substantial interference with the District’s educational operations and promotes a cohesive educational environment. As such, Count 4 should be dismissed. D.



Defendants’ Policies Are Not Unconstitutionally Vague.



Plaintiffs allege in Count 5 of the Complaint that the District’s policies are unconstitutionally vague. In general, “[t]he vagueness of [ ] a [content-based] regulation raises special First Amendment concerns because of its obvious chilling effect on free speech.” Reno v. Am. Civil Liberties Union, 521 U.S. 844, 871–72 (1997). In Bystrom By and Through Bystrom v. Fridley High School, Independent School District No. 14, the Eighth Circuit considered a school’s prohibition on the distribution of a student-run underground newspaper. 822 F.2d 747, 750–51 (8th Cir. 1987). The students challenged the school’s policy prohibiting distribution of unofficial material on school property, alleging that it was vague, overbroad, and general and constituted an improper prior restraint under the First Amendment. In response, prior to finding that the policy did not offend the First Amendment, the Eighth Circuit observed: [W]e must remember that a high degree of generality is made necessary by the subject matter. The concepts involved (indecency, vulgarity, likelihood of material disruption) are general by their very nature. But violation of these guidelines does not subject anyone to criminal sanctions, nor do they apply to the public at large or to territory outside school property. The addressees of this policy are not fully sui juris; they are minors, or at least most of them are. The guidelines are designed to assure that school hours and school property 26
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are devoted primarily to education as embodied in the district’s prescribed curriculum. Their purpose is to preserve some trace of calm on school property. They are one expression of the legitimate and substantial community interest in promoting respect for authority and traditional values be they social, moral, or political. Id. at 750–51 (internal quotations and citation omitted); see also Henerey, 200 F.3d at 1134–35 (rejecting plaintiff’s argument that rule giving principal “unfettered discretion to determine what materials are unacceptable” was unconstitutionally vague). Thus, there is significant leeway in how “vague” school policies may be as compared to statutes that involve criminal sanctions. The Supreme Court has similarly recognized the need for discretion in school policies involving student speech. In Bethel Sch. Dist. v. Fraser, the school disciplined the plaintiff for violating a school rule prohibiting obscene and profane language after his speech at a school-wide assembly was replete with sexual innuendo. 478 U.S. 675 (1986). The plaintiff alleged that he had no way of knowing that his speech would subject him to discipline under school policies. Id. at 686. The Supreme Court found the argument “wholly without merit,” considering the pre-speech warning two teachers had given the plaintiff and the clear prohibition against obscene language in the school’s rules, and acknowledging that “maintaining security and order in schools requires a certain degree of flexibility in school disciplinary procedures.” Id. The Fraser Court went on to state “school disciplinary rules need not be as detailed as a criminal code which imposes criminal sanctions.” Id.
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Plaintiffs allege that the District’s requirement that Plaintiffs “respect” those who do not wish to stand for the Pledge of Allegiance is vague as to the meaning of “respect.” Specifically, Plaintiffs state that it is unclear “what conduct is prohibited so that a club or student would know what conduct would be the cause for discipline.” Compl. ¶ 226. But, this policy says nothing about discipline, and this Policy directly conforms to state statute. 5 Minnesota Statutes section 121A.11, subdivision 3(c) states that school policies must “include a statement that anyone who does not wish to participate in reciting the Pledge of Allegiance for any personal reasons may elect not to do so and that students must respect another person’s right to make that choice.” By including this language in its policy, the District is merely following state statute. This Court has noted “courts generally agree that municipalities and local governments cannot be liable under §1983 for enforcing a law when it is required to do so.” Slaven v. Engstrom, 848 F. Supp.2d 994, 1004 (D. Minn. 2012), aff’d on other grounds, 710 F.3d 772, 781, n. 4 (8th Cir. 2013). If Plaintiffs wished to challenge this statutory language as unconstitutional, they would have had to provide notice and serve the State of Minnesota in this litigation, which they did not do. See Fed. R. Civ. P. 5.1.



5



To the extent Plaintiffs refer to student discipline in their Complaint, they allege that four students who were not members of the YCC were suspended for violating District policies. See Compl. ¶ 122. Plaintiffs also assert that none of the suspended students are plaintiffs in this lawsuit. Id. Plaintiffs do not have standing to bring as-applied claims on behalf of non-parties to the lawsuit. 28
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Notably, Plaintiffs do not allege that they were disciplined for violating the policy regarding respecting students’ right not to participate in the Pledge of Allegiance, or that this policy has anything to do with this case. They simply allege that they did not know what conduct could lead to discipline if they violate Policy 531. Plaintiff’s objection to the use of the term “respect” is similar to the contention in the Fraser case that the student had no way of knowing his language would be considered “obscene.” Fraser clearly supports the District’s requirement that students remain respectful of other student in the school environment. Accordingly, Plaintiffs’ claim for unconstitutional vagueness in Count 5 should be dismissed. E.



Plaintiffs Do Not Allege Facts Supporting the Allegation that the District Compelled Speech.



Plaintiffs also allege in Count 5 of the Complaint that the District’s policies unconstitutionally compel student speech. “It is well established that the First Amendment to the United States Constitution bars not only state action which restricts free expression but also state action which compels individuals to speak or express a certain point of view.” Gralike v. Cook, 191 F.3d 911, 917 (8th Cir. 1999); see also Wooley v. Maynard, 430 U.S. 705, 714 (1977) (“the right of freedom of thought protected by the First Amendment against state action includes both the right to speak freely and the right to refrain from speaking at all”). In the context of a school setting, the Supreme Court has held that a school may not compel a student to recite the Pledge of Allegiance
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or salute the flag as such compelled speech violates the First Amendment. W. Virginia State Bd. of Educ. v. Barnette, 319 U.S. 624, 642 (1943). 6 Aside from the District’s policy that all students respect students who do not recite the Pledge of Allegiance, there are no facts pled alleging what speech or point of view Plaintiffs assert the District compelled Plaintiffs to express. None of the Plaintiffs were disciplined for any conduct in relation with this lawsuit. Plaintiffs’ failure to allege any particular compelled speech fails the pleading standards established in Iqbal and Twombly. Accordingly, Plaintiffs’ First Amendment claim based on compelled speech included in Count 5 should be dismissed. III.



THE PRINCIPAL AND SUPERINTENDENT ARE NOT PROPER INDIVIDUAL PARTIES AND ARE ENTITLED TO QUALIFIED IMMUNITY. A.



Both Individual Defendants are Entitled to Qualified Immunity for the Claims Against Them in Their Official Capacities.



The Principal and Superintendent are not proper parties to this matter in their official capacities. It is well-established that “the real party in interest in an officialcapacity suit is the governmental entity and not the named official.” Hafer v. Melo, 502 U.S. 21, 25 (1991). Since the District is already a named party to the lawsuit, there is no need for the Principal or Superintendent to be included as separate parties. The claims against the Superintendent and Principal in their official capacities should be dismissed on that ground alone.
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This nearly seventy-five year old case demonstrates that the state statute and District policy permitting students to choose not to recite the Pledge of Allegiance respects, rather than infringes upon, the First Amendment. 30
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In addition, the Principal and Superintendent are entitled to dismissal because they are protected by qualified immunity. To determine whether qualified immunity applies, a court must consider two factors: (1) whether the facts in the light most favorable to the plaintiff show that the defendant violated a constitutional right, and (2) whether the constitutional right was clearly established at the time of the alleged violation. Pearson v. Callahan, 55 U.S. 223, 232 (2009); Saucier v. Katz, 533 U.S. 194, 201 (2001). Qualified immunity protects “all but the plainly incompetent and those who knowingly violate the law.” Malley v. Briggs, 475 U.S. 335, 341 (1986). The purpose is to “give[] government officials breathing room to make reasonable but mistaken judgments about open legal questions.” Ashcroft v. al-Kidd, 131 S. Ct. 2074, 2085 (2011). Furthermore, “existing precedent must have placed the statutory or constitutional question beyond debate.” Id. at 2083. Defendants have already explained why Plaintiffs have failed to establish that the Defendants violated a constitutional right above. However, even if the Court were to determine that Plaintiffs suffered constitutional violations, Plaintiffs must also show that the right was “clearly established” such that the Superintendent and Principal would have known they were violating the right. The Superintendent is not alleged to have taken any particular actions against Plaintiffs. The Principal’s alleged actions similarly do not clearly violate the Plaintiffs’ constitutional rights, and Plaintiffs’ have not even alleged as much.
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B.



No Allegations of Individual Acts are Alleged Against the Individual Defendants, and the Claims Against Them in Their Personal Capacities Should be Dismissed.



Plaintiffs fail to allege any individual action on part of the Superintendent or Principal that directly caused the alleged infringement of their constitutional rights. As such, Plaintiffs fail to state a claim for individual liability against both the Superintendent and the Principal. To support their claims against the Superintendent and Principal in their individual capacities, Plaintiffs must show “a causal link to, and direct responsibility for, the deprivation of rights.” Madewell v. Roberts, 909 F.2d 1203, 1208 (8th Cir. 1990); see also Kentucky v. Graham, 473 U.S. 159, 166 (1985) (noting that “personal liability” under section 1983 attaches when “the official . . . caused the deprivation of a federal right”); Mayorga v. Missouri, 442 F.3d 1128, 1132 (8th Cir. 2006); Burlison v. Springfield Pub. Sch., 708 F.3d 1034, 1041 (8th Cir. 2013). A causal link requires pleading sufficient factual allegations to demonstrate the defendant’s personal involvement in the constitutional violation. Ellis v. Norris, 179 F.3d 1078, 1079 (8th Cir. 1999). “Absent such a relationship, the defendant is entitled to dismissal.” Latimore v. Widseth, 7 F.3d 709, 716 (8th Cir. 1993). Given the dearth of factual allegations connecting any particular conduct by the Superintendent or Principal to the alleged violation of Plaintiffs’ rights, Plaintiffs have failed to state a claim against either administrator in their personal capacity, and such claims should be dismissed. Plaintiffs allege little action on the part of the Superintendent. According to Plaintiffs, the Superintendent “defended the protesting 32
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students, on the ground that the protesters were ‘peaceful’” and failed to “crack down on students who issued threats” and “disavowed allegiance to America.” Compl. ¶¶ 124, 127. Additionally, the Superintendent allegedly “appreciated” the protesting students “because they protested ‘peacefully.’” Compl. ¶ 128. Plaintiffs’ Complaint fails to connect this purported conduct of the Superintendent to any of their claims. It is unclear how any of the aforementioned actions by the Superintendent could have been directly responsible for allegedly infringing Plaintiffs’ freedoms of speech and association. While Plaintiffs make several more allegations against the Principal, the substance of those allegations is repetitive, see Compl. ¶¶ 8, 53, 63, 138, 153 (all alleging the same conduct), and, aside from the allegations that the Principal “terminated” their club, the claims are largely irrelevant to their pleaded causes of action. See Compl. ¶¶ 7, 52, 117, 133, 137, 152 (all alleging conduct with respect to other students who are not parties to this action). Again, Plaintiffs fail to connect the dots. It is not evident on the face of the Complaint how the Principal’s alleged actions, or even inactions, caused a violation of Plaintiffs’ constitutional rights. Plaintiffs do not allege that either the Superintendent or Principal: was responsible for creating the policies that Plaintiffs claim ultimately lead to the infringement of their rights; restricted their ability to engage in speech or association; censored their speech; or prohibited them from applying for official recognition as a student club. On the contrary, Paragraph 134 confirms that the Principal encouraged the YCC to seek recognition. Plaintiffs have insufficiently plead claims of liability against both the Superintendent and
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the Principal in their personal capacities. As such, their claims against the administrators, should be dismissed for failure to state a claim upon which relief may be granted. CONCLUSION For the foregoing reasons, the District Defendants respectfully request the Court grant their motion to dismiss. Respectfully Submitted Dated: January 22, 2018



s/Trevor S. Helmers Trevor S. Helmers, Atty No. 387785 Elizabeth J. Vieira, Atty No. 392521 Attorneys for Defendants Independent School District No. 273, Edina, Superintendent John Schultz and Principal Andrew Beaton RUPP, ANDERSON, SQUIRES & WALDSPURGER, P.A. 333 South Seventh Street, Suite 2800 Minneapolis, MN 55402 Telephone: (612) 436-4300 Fax: (612) 436-4340 [email protected] [email protected]
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